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Three decades ago, Sartori complained about the number of "unconscious thinkers" in the field of comparative politics, and the same could be said of the study of international relations. Most qualitative analyses were idiographic rather than nontheoretical, historically specific rather than theoretically driven, and too little concerned with the logic of inference and questions of generalizability. Scholars gave little attention to the problem of how to control for extraneous variables in situations in which the number of variables typically exceeded the number of cases, or to the question of whether there are alternative methods for validating causal inferences in a single case. Both critics and advocates of case study methods agreed that qualitative research in the 1950s and 1960s precluded the accumulation of knowledge across historical cases. This lack of scientific rigor created an image of qualitative analysis as highly subjective, lacking in fitting facts to theoretical arguments, unrepeatable, and essentially nonsalvageable.

Much has changed in the last two or three decades, both in terms of the growing body of literature on qualitative methods and in the increasing social science orientation of most qualitative research in international relations. My aim in this essay is to survey the expanding literature on qualitative methods and to highlight some of its major themes. Qualitative analysis includes everything from interpretive ethnographic studies to macrohistories spanning millennia to microanalyses of particular events, and individual cases have been analyzed by quantitative as well as qualitative methods. Thus we should not equate qualitative methods with the case study method. The core of the literature on the methodology of qualitative research in the international relations field focuses on comparative and case study methods from a positivistic perspective, however, and that is the focus of this essay. I give particular attention to the meaning of the case concept, the different kinds and purposes of case studies, the different types of case study designs for testing theories, and the distinctive contributions and limitations of comparative and case study methods.

A well-defined body of literature on comparative and case study methods was beginning to emerge just as Sartori lamented unconscious thinking in the field. These efforts to develop a methodology of comparative analysis were informed by comparable work in sociology, and were stimulated by the success of historical sociology. By the early 1990s, the methodology of comparative and case study analysis had a well-defined place in the fields of comparative and international politics.

The publication of King, Keohane, and Verba's Designing Social Inquiry triggered another surge of interest in the methodology of qualitative research. This was in part a response to the "KEV" argument: that there is a single logic of scientific inference, that qualitative analysis is not fundamentally different from large-N statistical analysis, and that the former needs to conform more closely to the latter. These arguments led to a major debate in the discipline. Symposia in the American Political Science Review (1995) and in the APSA-CPS Newsletter (1998) and subsequent articles and books dealt with the "single logic" question, the advantages and limitations of case study approaches, the different types of case study approaches, and specific problems of case selection and other aspects of research design. One indicator of the expanding interest in qualitative methodology is the increasing number of graduate courses offered in this area. Another is the organization of the Inter-University Consortium on Qualitative Research Methods (ICQRM), which includes instructional workshops, collections of syllabi, and online discussion groups.

Advances in the methodology of qualitative international relations have been paralleled by an increasing methodological self-consciousness and sophistication in applications of qualitative methods to empirical research. The current generation of qualitative international relations researchers are much more nontheoretic in their general orientations, both in terms of their interest in using explicitly stated theories to guide historical interpretations and in their greater interest in developing theoretical generalizations valid across time and space. They are more attentive to the question of proper case selection and other aspects of research design, more sensitive to potential threats to valid inference, and generally more social scientific in orientation.

Definitions

Although some define the case study method as distinct from the comparative method, nearly all cases studies involve comparisons whether they are explicit or implicit, across cases or within cases. In addition, the literature has evolved in such a way that the comparative method has come to be associated with the analysis of a small number of cases, further eroding any distinction between the case study and comparative methods. Some use the term case study to refer to a single case study and comparative method to refer to comparisons among a small number of cases, but the similar logic...
underlying both single and multiple case studies leads most scholars to use case study method to refer to both. Δ
Despite the pervasiveness of case study analysis in international and comparatist politics, scholars are far from agreement on how to define either case or case study. Ragin and Bekele have edited a book entitled What Is a Case but provide no clear definition or answer. 12 Precisely how one defines "case" depends in part on the purposes of inquiry. Those who are primarily interested in understanding and interpreting a particular historical episode, with little interest in constructing or testing more general theoretical propositions, tend to define case in terms of a set of events bounded in time and space. For such scholars, World War I itself may be just one "case" to be explained. The given shift toward a more theoretically oriented perspective in the international relations field and an increasing interest in constructing and validating theoretical propositions, and the availability of scholars conscious of a case as an instance of something else, of a theoretically defined class of events. The question is always, What is this case of? In this sense World War I itself is not a case, but certain theoretically defined aspects of World War I may be cases of some broader phenomenon, such as deterrence, balance of power, power transition, diversionary action, or war termination. This is explicit in George's conception of the method of "structured, focused comparison," which focuses on a particular analytically defined aspect of the set of events and uses a well-defined set of theoretical questions to structure empirical inquiry. This analysis also recognizes that observation is theory laden, and that researchers' theoretical preconceptions will lead them to decide which of the myriad of cases constituting a historical episode are to be selected out, studied, and recast in terms of "variables." From this perspective, "cases come wrapped in theories" and do not exist independently of the analytical framework a scholar brings to a particular subject. 13 Cases are theoretical constructions. They are made, not found, invented, not discovered. 14 This does not imply that there are multiple, equally valid answers to our questions about the world, only multiple questions that we might ask. 15
It is important to emphasize that a case generally includes many observations on the same variable. The July 1914 crisis, for example, includes a substantial number of observations of the use of coercive threats, domestic influences, and misperceptions, to name but a few variables. Indeed, one of the main strategies of case study analysis, just like large-N analysis, is to generate as many testable implications of one's hypotheses as possible in a given case. 16 This standard view of multiple observations per variable per case is more useful than Eckstein's definition of case as "a phenomenon for which we report and interpret only a single measure on any pertinent variable," 17 and most methodologists have moved away from Eckstein's definition.

Types of Case Studies

There are many types of case studies and numerous ways of classifying them. Most classifications focus on the purpose or function of case studies and build on Liphart's typology of atheoretical, interpretative, hypothesis-generating, theory-confirming, theory-informing, and deviant case studies. 18 Eckstein suggests a similar typology: configurative-idiotic, disciplined configurative, heuristic, and crucial case studies based on most likely and least likely designs. 19 Eckstein suggests the additional category of plausibility probe. These are ideal types, and in practice many case studies combine several of these aims. The following classification represents a combination of the Liphart and Eckstein categories. 

Atheoretical or configurative-idiotic case studies are traditional single-case analyses often associated with area studies. They are highly descriptive and aim to understand and interpret a single case as an end in itself rather than to develop broader theoretical generalizations. Idiographic case studies are inductive; they involve a minimum of a priori theoretical preconceptions, and the interpretation emerges from the case itself. The analyst generally attempts to create a gestalt or holistic picture of a historical episode, explaining all aspects of the episode and all of its interconnections. This is "total history," which cannot decide to leave out any aspect of human history a priori. 20

Interpretive or disciplined-configurative case studies also aim to explain or interpret a single case, but that interpretation is explicitly structured by a theory of well-developed theoretical framework that focuses attention on some theoretically specified aspects of novelty and novelty whose. This is analytic history rather than total history, but it is still idiographic in that it aims to explain a particular historical episode rather than develop or test theoretical generalizations.

Although such "case-explaining" case studies are common in the international relations field, they are less highly valued than work that generates or tests theories, 21 and many international relations theorists believe that historically specific research is best left to historians. This is understandable but unfortunate, because the explicit and structured use of theory to explain discrete cases often provides better explanations and understandings of those cases—or at least some aspects of those cases—than do less structured historical analyses. The more case interpretations are guided by theory, the more explicit their underlying analytic assumptions, normative biases, and causal propositions, the fewer their logical contradictions, and the easier they are to validate or invalidate empirically. Theoretically guided, interpretive case studies can significantly enhance our descriptive understanding of the world, and international relations scholars have much to contribute to this task. 22

Whereas atheoretical and interpretive case studies are basically idiographic in their explanatory objectives, hypothesis-generating or heuristic case studies are more nomothetic in their aims. They examine a particular case or perhaps several cases for the purpose of developing more general theoretical propositions, which can then be tested through other methods, including large-N methods and perhaps alternative case study methods. Case selection is driven by theoretical considerations, not by the intrinsic interest or historical importance of the case itself, and only particular aspects of the case are investigated.
It would be more correct to say that case studies can contribute to the process of theory construction than to theory itself, for the latter—defined as a logically interconnected set of propositions about empirical phenomena—requires more cumulative orientation than does studies provide. Thus Achen and Snidal argue, "the logic of comparative case studies inherently provides too little logical constraint to generate dependable theory," and they claim that this has been "... been interpreted as bodies of theory." The same can be said of statistical or experimental methods. The application of each of these methods can stimulate the imagination and suggest new hypotheses, but isolated hypotheses fail short of theory, and neither case study methods nor statistical methods can by themselves generate theory.

Case studies permit an intensive examination of particular historical sequences, and in doing so they can contribute to the process of theory development by helping to clarify the meaning of key variables and the validity of empirical indicators used to measure them, and by suggesting additional causal mechanisms, causal variables, and interaction effects. They can also help to identify the contextual variables that affect hypothesized causal processes and to identify the scope conditions under which particular theories are valid. These are all important steps in the theory-building process. Thus, Achen and Snidal argue that "because they are simultaneously sensitive to data and theory, case studies are more useful for these purposes [of developing analytic theory] than any other methodological tool." The role of case studies in generating hypotheses, or at least in refining and sharpening them, is enhanced by the close interaction of theory and data in case study analysis. The analyst begins with a theory, uses it to interpret a case, and simultaneously utilizes the case to suggest important refinements in the theory, which can then be tested on other cases or perhaps even on other aspects of the same case.** George and Snooks' analysis of deterrence in American foreign policy, for example, is organized sequentially in terms of theory specification, application of the theory to historical cases, and reformulation of the theory based on the cases. The interaction between theory and evidence is also explicit in "analytic narratives" in which formal rational choice theory guides analytic histories, the anomalies of which are then used to refine the theory.** Although hypothesis-generating case studies can sometimes contribute to the development of entirely new hypotheses, through unexpected discoveries in the process of investigating other phenomena, case studies are often more useful in helping the researcher to refine existing hypotheses, as in George's method of structured, focused comparison. The greater the theoretical structure guiding the inquiry and the more detailed the researcher's hypotheses, the more efficient the hypothesis-generating process. But sometimes a full-fledged test of a hypothesis is premature. Plausibility probes, like pilot studies in experimental survey research, are intermediate steps between hypothesis construction and hypothesis testing. They enable the researcher to refine the hypothesis or theory before engaging in a costly and time-consuming research effort, whether through the massive collection of quantitative data or through extensive fieldwork.

Deviant case studies, which focus on empirical anomalies in established theoretical generalizations in order to explain them and refine existing hypotheses, are a particularly powerful strategy for theory refinement, much like examining the residuals in a statistical analysis. Deviant case studies can help to validate the measurement of key variables; identify omitted variables, interaction effects, or alternative causal paths; or identify the scope conditions under which a particular theory is valid. Revisited hypotheses can then be tested over a broader set of cases or unexplored aspects of the case. The analysis of "borderline" cases in the hypothesized absence of war between democracies is a form of deviant case analysis.***

Another way case studies can contribute to theory development is through what Lazarfeld described as the "analysis of the dependent variable." The analyst examines cases that on the surface appear to be similar on the dependent variable, in order to identify its different subtypes. This facilitates the development of a more differentiated conception of the dependent variable and a more nuanced set of hypotheses. George and Bennett develop this idea in their discussion of "typological theory."** They emphasize that there may be a multitude of alternative causal paths to a given outcome (equivalently) and attempt to identify these "alternative causal paths and, if possible, to specify the conditions under which each is most likely to occur. An example in George and Snooks' exploration of the various ways in which deterrence can fail and their elaboration of the different causal paths associated with each, similar logic underlies Collier and Levitt's effort to articulate various strands of democracy... Many scholars emphasize this role of comparative and case study methods in contributing to the process of theory building, in stimulating the imagination and generating hypotheses that can then be more rigorously tested. Steincombe suggests that "lots of facts" can be "good hard stones for honing ideas."** Lippard argues that a comparative perspective [as distinct from the comparative method per se] can be a helpful element in discovery. He quotes Stretton, who argues that "the function of comparison is less to stimulate experiment than to stimulate imagination,... Comparison is strongest as a choosing and provoking, not a proving, device; a system for questioning, not for answering."***

In addition to playing an essential role in the explanation of individual historical episodes and a contributory role in the generation of hypotheses, case studies can also be used to test hypotheses and theories. This is Lippard's theory-testing and theory-informing roles of case studies, which are now collapsed into a single theory-testing category. As Lippard recognizes, however, the use of case studies for testing hypotheses faces a very serious problem: the existence of many variables in conjunction with a relatively small number of cases. As a consequence, outcomes are over-determined, and it is difficult if not impossible to be certain that changes in...
the dependent variable are due to changes in the hypothesized independent variables and not to the effects of extraneous variables. Much of the literature on the comparative method and on case study analysis deals with the problem of how to make causal inferences in small-N research, when the number of variables generally exceeds the number of cases.46 Liphart recognized the many variables/small-N problem and offered a number of possible solutions.47 Others try to directly influence the ratio of cases to variables: increase the number of cases by expanding the domain of the analysis both spatially and temporally; reduce the number of variables, either by collapsing conceptual categories or by data reduction techniques such as factor analysis, or focus on a relatively large number of key variables by constructing more parsimonious theories. Liphart’s fourth solution focused on “comparable cases”—cases similar in terms of the control variables but different in terms of hypothesized explanatory variables that one wants to investigate.

In emphasizing the increase in the ratio of cases to variables, Liphart basically accepted the utility of large-N analysis and conceded that the comparative method was inferior to the experimental or statistical methods for the purposes of causal inference. He concluded that comparative analysis was a “first stage” devoted to formulation of hypotheses, which are then tested in a “second stage” statistical analysis.48 He also acknowledged a certain tension between the goals of increasing the number of cases and focusing on similar cases, because the latter narrows the range of possible cases.

In a subsequent article on the comparative method, Liphart conceded that the maximizing-N strategy—which is based on controlling for extraneous variables through partial correlations—and the comparable-cases strategy—which is based on control through a carefully selected set of matched cases—involve different logically opposed to what he had initially acknowledged.49 He retracted his earlier argument that the comparative method works best with a larger number of cases, and defined the comparative method as equivalent to the small-N analysis of comparable cases. In this way Liphart moved closer to Eckstein who stressed the advantages of small-N analysis, including single-case analysis.50 Following Liphart, scholars now conceive of the comparative method and case study methods as strategies for dealing with a relatively small number of cases. The comparative method is often defined as a strategy for conducting research on naturally occurring phenomena in a way that aims to control for potential confounding variables through careful case selection and matching rather than through experimental manipulation or partial correlations.51

Varieties of Case Selection Strategies

The comparable-cases strategy is closely related to John Stuart Mill’s method of difference, which focuses or cases that have different values on the dependent variable and similar values on all but one of the independent variables.52 In terms of the logic of inference, this facilitates the identification of causal factors that vary with the dependent variable by eliminating all variables that are constant over the similar cases. Mill’s method of agreement focuses on cases that are similar on the dependent variable and different on all but one of the independent variables, in order to eliminate all factors that vary across cases on the independent variable and that therefore cannot account for similar outcomes across cases on the dependent variable.

Mill’s methods of agreement and difference are comparable to “most- different” and “most-similar” systems designs, respectively. A most different systems design identifies cases that are different on a wide range of explanatory variables but not on the dependent variable, while a most similar systems design identifies cases that are similar on a wide range of explanatory variables but different on the value of the dependent variable.53 The former eliminates extraneous causal variables that vary across cases, while the latter eliminates causal variables that do not vary across cases.

Mill argued that the method of difference was more powerful than the method of agreement in establishing causation. Similarly, Liphart and Smelser each preferred most-similar systems designs.54 Patzowski and Teune, on the other hand, preferred most-different systems designs, which maximize the number of extraneous variables that can be eliminated because they vary while the dependent variable does not. The basic logic of the two designs is the same—to identify patterns of covariation and to eliminate independent variables that do not covary with the dependent variable.

It is rare that either strategy alone can fully eliminate extraneous variables, and the best strategy generally involves the combination of most similar and most different systems designs. Mill recognized this and argued for a method of “concomitant variation” involving a combination of the methods of agreement and difference.

One problem in the application of Mill’s methods and of most-similar and most different systems designs is the difficulty of identifying cases that are truly comparable—identical or different in all respects—but one. In addition, because of the possibility that several different sets of conditions may lead to the same outcome—which Mill identified as the “plurality of causes” and which modern systems theorists refer to as “equifinality”—Mill’s methods can lead to spurious inferences if they are used mechanically or not supplemented with the use of within-case methods like process tracing. Mill acknowledged this and concluded that for this reason the application of the methods of agreement and difference to political science was “completely out of the question.”55

Proponents of comparative case methods argue that Mill was far too cautious, and that insisting on precise and absolute comparability implies “a too exacting scientific standard.” Comparative researchers emphasize that experimental and statistical methods themselves are imperfect, and they focus on the question of how best to overcome the acknowledged limitations of the comparative method. They give particular emphasis to strategies of case selection and to process tracing to supply basic control of comparisons. I turn to process tracing in the next section and focus here on case selection strategies.
Within-case comparisons of hypothesized relationships at different points in time within the same case are particularly powerful. Such longitudinal comparisons generally take the form of most-similar systems designs because they are able to hold as many variables constant: political, historical, culture, institutions, geography, and other variables that change only slowly if at all over time. This facilitates the identification of the small number of variables that vary with the dependent variable of interest. George, and George and Bennett, use the label of the "congruence method" for this kind of within-case comparison within the methodology of structured, focused comparisons. Rosen's analysis of Indian strategic doctrine over time and how it changed as a function of changing strategic culture within a relatively static geopolitical context is a good example of a longitudinal most-similar systems design.

Another useful case study design, which facilitates the control over additional variables, involves a combination of across-case and within-case comparisons. A good example is Snyder's study of imperial overextension, which combines comparisons of the behaviors of different states, different individuals within the same state, and the same individuals within a given state over time.

While comparative researchers argue about the relative merits of alternative case selection strategies, one thing they agree on is that the strategy of random selection of cases, so useful in large-N statistical analysis, will often generate serious biases in small-N research. Scholars generally argue that the analysis of a limited number of cases is better served by a careful selection of nonrandom cases.

One of the most serious dangers in the deliberate selection of nonrandom cases involves overrepresenting cases from either end of the distribution of a key variable. This is particularly serious when it involves cases with extreme values of the dependent variable because it results in a reduction in the slope estimates generated by regression analyses (assuming linear relationships) and thus underestimates the strength of causal effects. Selecting cases with very high (or very low) values of the dependent variable are common as well as consequential. Precisely because of their historical significance and high salience, major wars and major revolutions are the kinds of cases that most attract scholarly attention.

The selection of cases with extreme values of the independent variable does not have a comparable effect, and this asymmetry is the basis for warnings of the dangers of "selecting on the dependent variable." These problems apply to small-N as well as large-N research. Research based on the selection of cases with no variation at all on the dependent variable ("no-variance" designs) are particularly problematic. In the study of the causes of war, for example, if the analyst were to examine only wars and observed a particular factor present in every case, she could not infer that this factor systematically contributes to the outbreak of war because there might be countless other cases not observed in which the same factor were present but in which war did not occur.

Although warnings to avoid selecting on the dependent variable have been useful in reminding students of wars, revolutions, and other phenomena to include cases in which wars or revolutions did not occur—to think about the "dogs that didn't bark"—the mechanical application of this basic rule obscures some important situations in which selection of observations on the dependent variable might be a useful strategy for research. One involves the strategy of studying deviant cases for the purpose of analyzing why they deviate from theoretical predictions. Another is situations in which the hypothesis postulates necessary conditions for the occurrence of a particular outcome.

For testing hypotheses that posit necessary conditions, the basic logic of inference requires the selection of cases on a particular value of the dependent variable because the only observations that can falsify the hypothesis in question are those in which a particular outcome of the dependent variable occurs in the absence of a condition that is hypothesized to be necessary for that outcome. If the hypothesis is deterministic in its assertion of necessary conditions, and if one is confident that no measurement error is present, the observation of a single case in which the postulated condition is absent is in principle sufficient to falsify the hypothesis. If we allow for some measurement error, even a small number of anomalous cases in which the hypothesized causal factor is not present can significantly undermine our confidence in a hypothesis based on necessary conditions. Similarly, causal propositions positing sufficient conditions for a given outcome can usefully be tested through a case study research design, though here it is essential to select cases on a particular range of values of the independent variable posited to be sufficient for a given outcome. If the prediction is strong and if measurement error is negligible, hypotheses positing sufficient conditions can be seriously undermined by identifying a very small number of cases in which the hypothesized sufficient condition is not followed by the predicted outcome.

The analysis gets more complicated if there is more than one necessary or sufficient condition, or if there are multiple causal paths that can lead to the same outcome. A particular condition might be necessary for one sequence to operate, and that sequence may be sufficient for a particular outcome to occur, but there may be other sequences that also lead to the same outcome but that do not involve the key condition in the first sequence. The impact of some variables may be contingent on the values of other variables, so that simple additive models will not work, and the analyst must examine the combinations or interaction effects of different sets of factors. Ruggin refers to this general problem as "multiple conjunctural causation." He argues that standard statistical methods cannot easily deal with this phenomenon and develops "qualitative comparative analysis" based on Boolean algebra to identify and test combinatorial hypotheses.

Another strategy for case selection for the purposes of testing theories involves what Eckstein called crucial case studies, which are related to the concepts of most-likely or least-likely case research designs. A most-likely
case is one that almost certainly must be true if the theory is true, in the sense that all the assumptions of a theory are satisfied and all the conditions hypothesized to contribute to a particular outcome are present, or the theory makes very strong predictions about that case. If a detailed analysis of a most-likely case demonstrates that the theory's predictions are not satisfied, then our confidence in the theory is seriously undermined. The logic of inference is reversed, in the sense that the marginal impact of the data on our confidence in the validity of a hypothesis depends on our prior judgments of the validity of the hypothesis.

The greater the a priori likelihood of the hypothesis, the lower the impact of confirmatory data and the greater the impact of disconfirmatory data.

Similar logic applies to a least-likely case design, which selects "hard" cases in which the assumptions of a theory are quite unlikely to be satisfied, because few of its facilitating conditions are satisfied. If those predictions are nevertheless found to be valid, our confidence in the theory is increased, and we have good reasons to believe that the theory will hold in other situations that are even more favorable for the theory. Least-likely case research designs follow what I call the "Síntara inference"—if I can make it there I can make it here. Most-likely case designs follow the inverse Síntara inference—if I cannot make it there I cannot make it anywhere.

Most-likely and least-likely case designs are often based on a strategy of selecting cases with extreme values of independent variables, which should produce extreme outcomes on the dependent variable, at least for hypotheses positing monotonically increasing or decreasing functional relationships. Alternatively, a most-likely case design can involve selecting cases where the scope conditions for a theory are fully satisfied, while a least-likely case design identifies cases in which the theory's scope conditions are satisfied weakly or not at all.

A good example of a most-likely case design is Lippins' study of political cleavages and stability in the Netherlands. Pluralist theory, which was widely accepted in the discipline, argues that across various social groups promoted social peace and political stability, while cleavages that were mutually reinforcing across various social groups contributed to social conflict and political instability. Because there were very few cross-cutting cleavages in the Netherlands, pluralist theory predicted high levels of social conflict and low levels of political stability. By demonstrating that the opposite was true, Lippins' analysis contradicted the unconditional statement of the theory and went a long way toward refuting it. This is a good example of the power of a well-selected individual case study to seriously undermine a widely accepted theory.

The power of most-likely and least-likely case analysis is further strengthened by defining most likely and least likely not only in terms of the predictions of a particular theory but also in terms of the predictions of leading alternative theories. This builds on the idea that a theory is falsified not by the data alone but by a "three-cornered test" involving the theory, the data, and a rival theory. The strongest support for a theory comes when a case is least likely for a particular theory and most likely for the rival theory, and when observations are consistent with the predictions of the theory but not those of its competitor.

A good example here is Allin's application of three models of foreign policy decision making to the Cuban missile crisis. Allison argued that the missile crisis was a least-likely case for the organizational and bureaucratic models of decision making and a most-likely case for the rational-unitarian model. We might expect organizational routines and bureaucratic politics to affect decision making on budgetary issues and on issues of low politics, but not in cases involving the most severe threats to national security, where rational calculations to maximize the national interest should dominate and where politics should stop "at the water's edge." If Allin could show that bureaucratic and organizational factors had a significant impact on key decisions in the Cuban missile crisis, we would have good reasons to expect that these factors would be important in a wide range of other situations.

Process Tracing

The preceding discussion of case selection strategies suggests that certain kinds of individual case studies can contribute to hypothesis testing as well as to hypothesis construction. Most between-case and within-case comparisons are correlational in nature and examine whether a particular set of conditions is associated with hypothesized outcomes, while holding other constant as many other factors as possible. Thus George, and George and Benett, refer to within-case comparisons of hypothesized relationships at different points in time within the same case as the "congruence method" and include it within the methodology of structured, focused comparison.

There is another approach to within-case analysis, one that is quite common in the practice of case study research but that is often neglected in attempts to formally describe case study methodology, and that is process tracing. Process tracing follows a different logic and tries to uncover the intervening causal mechanisms between conditions and outcomes through an intensive analysis of the evolution of a sequence of events within a case. The logic of inference is much more similar to what philosophers of history call generic explanation than to explanations based on covering laws and deductive normological logic.

Process tracing provides several comparative advantages for testing many kinds of intervening causal mechanisms. In particular, these involving propositions about what goes on inside the "black box" of decision making and about the perceptions of actors. One of the implications of the democratic peace proposition, for example, is that democracies are perceived differently than autocracies and that these differences have a significant impact on behavior. These perceptions are often better explored through small-N case study methods than through large-N statistical methods.

Case study process-tracing methods can also be extremely useful in the empirical analysis of nonlinear propositions involving critical inflection points. The testing of such propositions is extremely sensitive to the accurate identification of these inflection points. In order to avoid circular infer-
Inferences, this must be done with indicators measured independently of the behavior predicted by the theory. It may be difficult to identify empirical indicators of those inference points that are valid across a large number of cases for the purposes of a large-N analysis, and case study methods can be used to help identify these tipping points and why they occur. Similarly, process tracing can be extremely useful in the exploration of path-dependent microhistories and macrohistorical processes that are extremely sensitive to patterns of timing and sequence.

Many proponents of case study analysis argue that process tracing has a comparative advantage over large-N statistical methods in validating interventional causal mechanisms, because statistical methods are limited to establishing correlations while case studies can trace the steps in a causal chain. While there may be some truth to this argument—particularly for propositions that involve equivocation, complex and contingent interaction effects, or path dependencies—this argument goes too far and needs to be qualified. There is a tendency among some case study researchers both to underestimate the possible utility of statistical analysis for empirically differentiating among hypothesized causal mechanisms and to exaggerate the utility of process tracing for this purpose.

Those engaged in a close process tracing of a causal chain still face the problem identified by Hummel, the impossibility of distinguishing causality from empirical observation. We cannot know for certain that a particular outcome y is the causal result of a set of factors x rather than another set of factors y given that have been omitted from the formal analysis. Our confidence in such an inference is greatest, however, if each link in the causal chain is based on a well-established empirical regularity (probabilistic or otherwise) that has been confirmed by large-N studies or possibly comparative case studies in other comparable empirical domains. It is true that we have few strong regularities in international relations, and that this limits our ability to infer causality based on covering laws. But this is a general problem of any approach that attempts to infer causality from a sequence of empirical observations, not just a problem with the covering law model. It is more useful to think of causality as an analytical construct, a component of our theories rather than something that can be inferred directly from empirical observation.

All theories about the empirical world have testable implications. Many of these implications concern the relative frequencies or magnitudes of readily observable events and can be best validated by large-N statistical studies. Other implications deal with hypotheses that posit necessary or sufficient conditions, that fall within the rather opaque black box of decision making, or that are for various reasons difficult to measure with validity and accuracy over large numbers of cases in different historical and cultural contexts. These implications can often be effectively analyzed through process tracing. The greater the empirical validation of the testable implications of a theory, by whatever method, the more confidence we can have in a theory, and hence in the causal mechanisms posited by the theory.
...to identify patterns of constant association, not to explain variation.\textsuperscript{45} Ragain argues that "the comparative method does not work with samples or populations but with all relevant instances of the phenomenon of interest... [Explanations] are not conceived in probabilistic terms because every instance of a phenomenon is examined and accounted for if possible...\textsuperscript{46} The comparative method is relatively insensitive to the relative frequency of different types of cases.\textsuperscript{47} Similarly, Becker argues that "narrative analysts... are not happy unless they have a completely deterministic result. Every negative case becomes an opportunity to refine the result, to rework the explanation so that it no longer fits the case.\textsuperscript{48} This emphasis on refinement and reworking is the key. Rather than stopping with a probabilistic relationship that explains a certain amount of the variation in outcomes, with omitted variables and measurement error captured by an error term, case study researchers continue to probe in an attempt to reduce both sources of error and explain additional variation. In doing this they can generate more complete explanations, but of a smaller number of cases and with a loss of parsimony and generalizability.\textsuperscript{49} It may be possible to explain nearly all variation in a handful of variables of interest in a modest number of cases, and some phenomena we want to explain might involve a relatively small number of cases (hegemonic decline, for example), but most phenomena of interest to international relations theorists occur too frequently to conduct detailed case studies of all of them. We need some means of generalizing beyond our sample of cases. Statistical methods do this through a combination of control through partial correlations and random influences, but the latter works only if N is large. Although case study methods based on least-likely or most-likely system designs permit generalization, these generalizations are based more on deductive logic (the linearas inferences) than empirical demonstration and must be tested on other cases. Case study researchers face another problem: they have difficulty in assessing the relative causal weights of the various factors influencing a particular outcome, unless those factors are either necessary or sufficient for a certain outcome to result. Case study methods can be useful in determining the presence or absence of a particular variable and its impact on the presence or absence of outcomes. They might also be able to establish empirically the direction of a variable's impact, and perhaps provide a very rough approximation of its impact in terms of categories of high and low. Case studies are much more limited in their ability to determine empirically the relative magnitude of various causal influences when those factors are neither necessary nor sufficient for a given outcome.\textsuperscript{50} Because necessary or sufficient conditions are rare, this is another important limitation of case study methods. The ability to estimate different causal effects empirically is a major strength of statistical analyses of large numbers of cases (assuming the functional relationship is correctly specified and the key variables are measurable across cases, which can be quite problematic). Regression analyses can estimate the amount of variance explained by each variable, the additional amount of variance explained when another variable is added to the model, and the proportional effects on the dependent variable of comparable changes in each of the independent variables.

Combining Case Study and Statistical Methods Statistical methods have their own limitations, of course, particularly concerning the validity of concepts and the operational indicators used to measure them across a large number of cases (ie "unit homogeneity" assumption). Propensities of comparative case studies also worry about this problem. They ask at length about balancing the need for "conceptual traveling" (using concepts that are valid across time and space, which facilitates generalization) with the dangers of "conceptual stretching" (applying concepts in historical and cultural contexts in which they have a different meaning or are otherwise not appropriate).\textsuperscript{51} This is not the place for a detailed comparative evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of statistical and comparative methods, but many analysts from each methodological perspective have increasingly come to the conclusion that by combining both statistical and case study methods, researchers can use the advantages of each to partially offset the limitations of the other. These methods can be combined in a single study or sequentially as part of a "research cycle" in a larger research program.\textsuperscript{52} Work that integrates statistical and case study methods in a single study includes Roth's analysis of the success and failure of extended deterrence, Ray's study of the democratic peace,\textsuperscript{53} Martin's analysis of the role of international institutions in multilateral economic sanctions, and Simmons's study of the politics of adjustment to international economic pressures of the 1925s and 1930s.\textsuperscript{54} Examples of the sequential integration of statistical and case study methods in a larger research program include the International Crisis Behavior Project,\textsuperscript{55} Doyle's research program on the democratic peace,\textsuperscript{56} and the Mansfield and Snyder project on democratization and war.\textsuperscript{57} Although scholars agree on the utility of mixed-method approaches, and although we have begun to see more efforts of this kind, scholars have made few efforts to elaborate on exactly how different methods can be combined or the proper sequence for combining them. While Rustow, Liphart, and others suggest a sequence involving comparative methods for refining hypotheses followed by statistical methods to test them, reversing this sequence can also be useful.\textsuperscript{58} The democratic peace research program, for example, statistical methods were first used to establish the extraordinarily strong empirical relationship between democratic dyads and the absence of war. Case study methods were then used to validate whether states were properly classified as democracies or nondemocracies; to explore the intervening causal mechanisms linking peaceful outcomes to the characteristics of democracies or possibly to alternative causal mechanisms; and to explore additional testable implications of the democratic peace hypothesis, including differences in leaders' perceptions of democratic and nondemocratic adversaries.\textsuperscript{59}
Case study methods can also be usefully combined with formal rational choice theories, in part because of the difficulty of systematically measuring some of the key concepts in rational choice theory: preference, utilities, probabilities, and informational environments, for example, across a large number of cases. In his study of the July 194 crisis for example, Levy empirically examined how political forecaster perceived the set of feasible outcomes of the crisis and ranked-ordered their preferences over those outcomes, and used this framework to anchor an analytic case study of the outbreak of World War I. Application of this explicitly structured use of rational choice theory to guide case study analysis include the "analytic narratives" research program and Bueno de Mesquita's analysis of church-state relations in medieval Europe.

Conclusions

In a volume on quantitative and qualitative methods it is natural to focus on questions of method. The utility of particular methods cannot be separated from questions of theory. The book suggests that the number of observations needed to test a theory is inversely related to the precision of a theory's predictions, and the greater the divergence in predictions from those of a rival theory, the fewer the number of observations that are necessary to provide a satisfactory test of the theory, and thus the more valuable case study methods. This is why case study methods are so useful for testing theories that post- featured or sufficient conditions. If theories are weaker, and if divergence between the predictions of competing theories is smaller, a greater number of observations is required for a meaningful empirical test, and case study methods are at a disadvantage.

Building better theories is not the only solution here. Another is to think more carefully about the theoretical assumptions, in testing theories, that we have a hypothesis that can lead to better job building theories and developing methods for testing them that are more informative and that are more conducive to providing definitive tests between rival theories. The application of all metaphors would benefit from more imaginative and clever thinking at this critical stage of research, at the juncture of theory and design, but qualitative case study researchers have particularly strong incentive to do this.
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